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IDENTIFY CONCERNS 

SET A GOAL 

FORM A PLAN (WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, HOW, COST, RESOURCES, AND EVALUATION)

ACT 

FOLLOW UP 


	FORM A PLAN WHO WHAT WHEN WHERE HOW COST RESOURCES AND EVALUATION: 
	ACT: 
	FOLLOW UP: 
	Text1: When people work to improve the community, they shouldn't focus on the things, such as a nice building or sidewalk. They should focus on who it is benefiting. They should do good works to help transform the community with the people in mind. When the founders came to each community and thought of what that town will become, they envisioned the people who will see that town as their home.
	Text2: We want to provide viewers with the message that transforming your community means helping the people who live there and not just make things appear good to outsiders. We want to accomplish this by creating a short video that people can watch to receive this message. 
	Text3: Who: We are targeting people who want to make their community better. We want to reach a wide variety of audiences who can relate this video to their own community. What: We need to make the audio and record the narration, plan out the shots for the video, film the video and finally, edit the video and put it together. Where: Will will record the audio and narration in our house and film the video outside our school. When: We want to finished recording the audio and planning the video by Jan. 6; We want to film the video the week of Jan. 13; and have it edited and finished by Jan. 23. The video needs to be submitted by Feb. 1.Why: It is important to share this information because we want to let people know that they need to focus on the people when improving the community. How: We will share this information by creating a video people can watch. 
	Text4: First we walked around town looking for possible locations and brainstorming what we wanted our video to look. After that, we planned how we wanted our video to look and wrote the narration for the video. Next, we recorded the audio/narration and planned out the shots for the video. Then we filmed the video. And finally, we edited and finalized the video. 
	Text5: We think the project went well. The video turned out exactly how we envisioned it. It sent the message we wanted to send out. We would like the thank those who acted in our video: Kelby D., Cloe L., Emily H., Thomas B., Eryn H., Laythen S., and Tarynn C. 


